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ABSTRACT

Deep ACS slitless grism observations and identification of stellar sources are presented within the Great
Observatories Origins Deep Survey North and South fields which were obtained in the Probing Evolution And
Reionization Spectroscopically (PEARS) program. It is demonstrated that even low-resolution spectra can be
a very powerful means of identifying stars in the field, especially low-mass stars with stellar types M0 and
later. The PEARS fields lay within the larger GOODS fields, and we used new, deeper images to further
refine the selection of stars in the PEARS field, down to a magnitude of z850 = 25 using a newly developed
stellarity parameter. The total number of stars with reliable spectroscopic and morphological identification was
95 and 108 in the north and south fields, respectively. The sample of spectroscopically identified stars allows
constraints to be set on the thickness of the Galactic thin disk as well as contributions from a thick disk and a
halo component. We derive a thin disk scale height, as traced by the population of M4–M9 dwarfs along two
independent lines of sight, of hthin = 370+60

−65 pc. When including the more massive M0–M4 dwarf population,
we derive hthin = 300 ± 70 pc. In both cases, we observe that we must include a combination of thick and halo
components in our models in order to account for the observed numbers of faint dwarfs. The required thick disk
scale height is typically hthick = 1000 pc and the acceptable relative stellar densities of the thin disk to thick disk
and the thin disk to halo components are in the range of 0.00025 < fhalo < 0.0005 and 0.05 < fthick < 0.08
and are somewhat dependent on whether the more massive M0–M4 dwarfs are included in our sample.

Key words: Galaxy: disk – Galaxy: halo – Galaxy: stellar content – Galaxy: structure – stars: late-type

Online-only material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

The Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey northern
(GOODS-N) and southern (GOODS-S) fields (Giavalisco et al.
2004) have been observed over a wide range of wavelengths and
down to very faint magnitudes during the past few years. As part
of the Probing Evolution And Reionization Spectroscopically
(PEARS) project (P.I.: Malhotra), we have observed nine fields
within the GOODS regions, each 11.65 arcmin2. These new
observations provide spectroscopic data for more than 10,000
sources, and cover a wavelength range of 6000–9500 Å (40
Å pixel−1 or R ≈ 100). Ultimately, the effective resolution of
these slitless spectra is determined by the physical size of each
source, as projected on the sky. However, the ACS point-spread
function (PSF) is small (≈1.5 pixels), and well sampled and
the maximum resolution is thus achieved when observing point
sources. Such spectra of point sources, as we will show in this
paper, are an excellent means of spectroscopically identifying
stars, especially old, low-mass stars (M and later dwarfs) that
have prominent and broad absorption features.

By studying the older stellar population content of our Galaxy
down to the faintest possible magnitude, we can directly observe
and measure the shape of the thin Galactic disk as traced by the
old stellar population. In Pirzkal et al. (2005, Paper I), and

using deep slitless observations of the Hubble Ultra Deep Field
(HUDF), the observed number and brightness distribution of
M4 and later stellar dwarfs made it possible to directly infer
that the Galactic disk had a scale height of 400 ± 100 pc for M
and L stars. The relatively small fraction of the sky observed by
the HUDF, however, resulted in the detection of only a handful
of M dwarfs, even though the previous result from Ryan et al.
(2005) was confirmed.

The study presented here allows us to include a much larger
number of stars as well as to perform these measurements
along different lines of sights, both pointing above and below
the Galactic plane. Stanway et al. (2008) used the publicly
available GOODS 1.0 public data release to morphologically
and photometrically select M dwarfs in those fields. The authors
claim to see no decrease in the number counts of these objects
down to z850 = 26, and moreover, observed a perplexing 34%
overabundance of these objects between the GOODS-N and
GOODS-S fields.

In this paper, we present a new analysis of the stellar content
of a large fraction of the GOODS-N and GOODS-S fields, using
GOOD 2.0 public data (http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/goods/).
Section 2 briefly describes the observations and data we used for
this work. Our initial morphological selection and spectroscopic
fitting are described in Section 3, while the refined selection
of stellar candidates is discussed in Section 4. We discuss
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spectroscopically identified M and later dwarfs, their color,
magnitude, and distance distribution as well as the implication
these have on the possible thickness of the Galactic disk in
Section 5.

2. OBSERVATIONS

PEARS observations were obtained as part of a large Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST) proposal (200 orbits, Proposal
10530, P.I.: Malhotra) that was closely modeled after the pre-
viously very successful GRAPES (Pirzkal et al. 2004) obser-
vations of the much smaller subset of the GOODS-S field:
the HUDF (Beckwith et al. 2006). Each of the nine PEARS
fields (11.65 arcmin2 each) was observed for approximately
≈40,000 s (20 orbits), split evenly between observations taken
at different position angles on the sky (typically 3). One
of the five PEARS-S fields contains additional observations
of the previous GRAPES/HUDF field. Of the eight remain-
ing observed fields, four are within GOODS-N and four are
within GOODS-S. The combined areas of the PEARS-N and
PEARS-S fields are 50.17 and 70.61 arcmin2, respectively.
The PEARS data were reduced using the latest version of the
ACS slitless extraction program, aXe (Kümmel et al. 2009;
http://www.stecf.org/software/slitless_software/axe/), follow-
ing the recipe described in Pirzkal et al. (2004). A few as-
pects of the data reduction process differ somewhat, however,
first the background subtraction was improved and the spec-
tra were extracted using optimal extraction. More significantly,
the amount of contamination caused by overlapping spectra of
nearby sources was quantitatively estimated for each spectrum.
These changes allowed us to reach slightly higher signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N) levels at any given broadband magnitudes
than for the GRAPES project. The PEARS data reduction is
described in more detail in a companion paper by S. Mal-
hotra et al. (2009, in preparation). The extraction was based
on an object catalog that, crucially, was derived using newly
available and deeper broadband images of the GOODS fields.
These observations, known as GOODS 2.0 combine the older
GOODS observations with additional ACS i775 and z850-band
images subsequently obtained as part of a large supernova
search program (P.I.: Riess). A total of 4081 and 5486 spec-
tra were extracted from the PEARS-N and PEARS-S fields,
respectively. The broadband magnitudes quoted in this paper
are AB magnitudes and were based on our own SExtractor
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996) generated catalogs of the ACS B435,
V606, i775, and z850-band images. As a general rule, spectra ob-
tained at different position angles were not combined together.
Instead, specific fitting and measurements were made separately
and then averaged, allowing us to estimate the error in the fit
or measurements by computing the standard deviation of the
mean.

3. OBJECT SELECTION

3.1. Morphological Pre-selection

Traditionally, stars can be distinguished from extra-Galactic
objects because they are unresolved. However, deeper surveys
such as the HUDF or GOODS reach down to magnitudes faint
enough that the faintest galaxies in the field are not resolved
and are hard to distinguish from stars. For example, Paper I,
Kilic et al. (2005), and Stanway et al. (2008) have used different
morphologically based selection criteria to identify unresolved
objects in deep fields. All of these methods have been shown

to work relatively well, especially for relatively bright objects
(z850 < 24), but they all tend to progressively fail at fainter
magnitudes, where one can no longer differentiate between stars
and extra-Galactic objects using only their observed sizes. As
seen in Figure 1, the population of stars and resolved sources
can be reasonably well separated down to magnitudes as faint
as z850 ≈ 26 using a variety of parameters, including half-light
radius (R50), SExtractor CLASS_STAR, and a new parameter
which we refer to as the stellarity parameter (S2). The latter
is defined as the ratio of the flux within a circular aperture of
radius 1 pixel, centered on the second moment position of the
source, to the total isophotal flux as measured by SExtractor.
It is computed as (MAG_APER-MAG_ISO) as measured using
z850 band GOODS 2.0 images.

As we already pointed out above, however, all of these
selection criteria have the tendency to fail in different ways
at the faint end. It is therefore difficult to come up with a
clear morphological selection of stellar objects at the faint end.
Instead of somewhat arbitrarily setting acceptable upper values
for any of these parameters, we instead levied the available
deep broadband imaging with the deep low-resolution spectra
of the sources in these fields. While we initially simply started
by systematically fitting the spectrum of nearly every source
in the field by comparing them to a set of standard templates
(Section 3.2), we refined the selection process by identifying
valid values of S2 for robustly spectroscopically identified stars
(Section 4).

3.2. Spectroscopic Fitting

As a first step, we fitted the spectra of all sources, excluding
only sources that are grossly extended. Thus, all objects with
CLASS ST AR > 0.1 or R50 < 50.0 pixel, and i775 < 28
(38% of all the available sources) were spectroscopically fitted.
Spectral fitting was performed using a set of stellar templates
from Pickles (1998) for A to K type stars, from Bochanski et al.
(2007) for M dwarfs, and Kirkpatrick et al. (1999) for L and T
dwarfs. We first simulated point sources using these templates,
generating realistic two-dimensional images of the dispersed
spectra, and re-extracted these using the same method that we
used for extracting the PEARS data. This allowed us to produce
realistic stellar templates with appropriate resolution and all
the known characteristics of ACS slitless grism observations.
We then fitted PEARS spectra to every one of these smoothed
templates, in e−/s space, minimizing the χ2 computed between
the observed spectra and templates while only allowing for
a scaling factor to be varied, as well as a small shift in the
wavelength dispersion of at most a few pixels. The latter was
implemented in order to account for potential errors in the
estimate of the spectral zero point in each PEARS spectrum,
which could result in a slight shifting of the observed spectra in
the wavelength direction.

In order to quantify the quality of individual PEARS spectra,
we reintroduce the Netsig parameter (N ) described in Pirzkal
et al. (2004). N is defined as the maximum cumulative S/
N level. It is computed by sorting extracted spectral bins in
a spectrum by decreasing the S/N. Iteratively, an increasing
number of sorted bins are then added up together, while their
associated noise is added in quadrature, to compute the S/N in
the accumulated signal. This iterative process is stopped when
the S/N in the accumulated signal (N ) no longer increases
when an additional bin is considered. A high value of N can be
reached either by an object with a faint, but significant level of
continuum and no emission line(s), or by an object possessing

http://www.stecf.org/software/slitless_software/axe/
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Figure 1. Half-light radii, stellarity S2, and SExtractor CLASS_STAR parameter in the z850-band for all objects in the PEARS fields.

prominent emission lines but with no detectable continuum,
or a combination of detected continuum and emission line(s).
Note that a value of N ≈ 10 corresponds to an object with
a continuum i775-band magnitude of about 26. The N values
were computed for all the PEARS spectra and these are shown
as a function of i775 magnitude in the topmost left panel of
Figure 2.

In order to quantify our ability to spectroscopically iden-
tify stars using the PEARS spectra using our set of spectral
templates, we generated a series of ≈50,000 simulated stellar
spectra, using the aXe software to both simulate and extract the
simulated spectra. The stellar type was randomly chosen, and
the broadband magnitude of the objects was allowed to vary
from 22 < z850 < 28, resulting in a large range of N values. We
fitted the simulated spectra to our stellar templates and simply
kept track of the fraction of time that our fitting routine deter-
mined the proper stellar type (within 1 subtype) as a function
of input stellar type and N values. The result of these simula-
tions is summarized in Figure 2. The latter clearly shows that,
if the templates are proper and accurate representations of the
various spectral types, we are indeed able to reliably identify

most stars spectroscopically. While A, F, and G stars, objects
that have a relatively flat and featureless color gradient over the
spectral range of the grism, are only properly spectroscopically
identified when bright (N > 40), K and later-type stars are well
identified down to faint magnitudes and small values of N . In
particular, using PEARS spectra, we can spectroscopically iden-
tify M0 and later stars down to low value of N = 10 (z850 ≈ 26
for a pure continuum object as shown by the top left panel of
Figure 2).

However, and while this demonstrates that even a low-
resolution spectrum can be a very powerful tool to determine
the type of such objects, the reality is that the input templates
from Pickles (1998) and Bochanski et al. (2007) are not always
a perfect fit to the observations and that small variation in
the inherent nature of these objects can cause significant and
systematic variations, as shown in Figure 3. While there is little
doubt that the type of the object is properly assigned, there
are systematic differences between the template and the high
S/N observed spectrum which cause the χ2 of the fit to be
higher than expected. The implication is that the χ2 fit, while
appropriate to find the template that best fit an observation,
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Figure 2. Fraction of time that unambiguous spectroscopic stellar determination was possible, via our fitting process, to simulated spectra of various spectral types.
From top to bottom and left to right, we show our results for O, B, A, F, G, K, and M stars. These plots show the fraction of occurrences that an object was assigned
the proper stellar type with a standard deviation in the assigned stellar type smaller or equal to 0.1 subtype (e.g., M4–M5). These are plotted as a function of N ,
the cumulative S/N in the input simulated spectra (Section 3.2). The top left quadrant shows the relation between the measured N and i775-magnitude for the entire
PEARS sample. As shown here, an N of 20 corresponds to i775 ≈ 25 and an N of 10 to i775 ≈ 26.

Figure 3. Leftmost plot shows five distinct observations of a z850 = 22.9 stellar candidate (overplotted using thin lines and error bars). Overplotted is the best spectra
fit to this object M7 stellar template from Bochanski et al. (2007) as well as M6 and M8 templates (dash lines). The rightmost plot shows a fainter z850 = 24.2 object
best fitted by an M5 template. The M3 and M7 best fits are also shown.

cannot be used as a measure of the quality of the fit alone. This is
particularly important in brighter objects where the main source
of uncertainty is not random and caused by photon statistics
but is instead systematic error in the templates that are used.
Photon noise becomes dominant for the dimmer objects and we

observe that for sources fainter than z850 ≈ 23 the χ2 statistics
can again be used to estimate the quality of the fit. In any
case, and for brighter PEARS sources, we therefore resorted to
individually examining each of the PEARS spectra and their
best-fitted templates to ensure that these were good fits. Since
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each of the PEARS subfields were observed separately using
different position angles, we are able to check the consistency
and robustness of an assigned stellar type by computing the
variance between the types of the best-fit templates at different
position angles. We find that this variance is typically better
than one subtype (e.g., M4–M5) for all M dwarfs brighter than
z850 = 25. Objects observed only once were not considered in
this study. For all sources (with any spectral type) brighter than
z850 ≈ 23, as mentioned above, we visually ensured that the
spectral fits were good. While the χ2 for bright M dwarfs were
sometimes higher than expected, as we explained above, we
found the spectral identification of these sources to be very
good and did not have to correct or remove any M dwarfs
from our sample. For all fainter sources we considered a fit
to be good if χ2 < 2, with the exception of late K and M
dwarf candidates which we individually checked to be well
fit.

4. SELECTING STARS

In Section 3.2, we described a first pass at spectroscopically
fitting every source in the field. However, this brute force
method failed to levy the deep, high-resolution (0.′′3 pixel−1)
GOODS 2.0 images together with the information contained
in our PEARS spectra. As mentioned in Section 3, identifying
stars morphologically can work well but particular attention
must be paid when selecting faint objects. Instead of simply
basing our selection of stellar sources on Figure 1, we can fine
tune our selection using values of S2. We already saw how the
PEARS spectra allowed us to easily identify low-mass M and
later dwarfs in the field, and we therefore choose these objects
to carefully define acceptable values of S2 to morphologically
identify stars with all stellar types in the field. We started by
rejecting any object that was not observed at more than one
position angle in the PEARS data. We furthermore rejected
any object for which the best-fitting template varies, from one
observation to the next, by more than one stellar subtype. Finally,
we rejected objects fitted by templates with stellar types earlier
than M1. The result of this selection, showing only objects
reasonably best fitted by stellar spectra of stellar types M1 and
later, is shown in Figure 4. Not all of these objects, galaxies
for example, are necessarily well fitted by stellar templates
to start with, but these are objects which, when fitted only
to stellar templates, resemble most our M1 or latter stellar
templates. In this figure, showing S2 versus z850, the locus of
stars is clearly visible and separated from that of field galaxies.
Individual objects within this locus of stars were individually
checked (both morphologically and spectroscopically) and this
set of stars, which were hence spectroscopically identified, was
subsequently used to redefine our morphological selection.

As shown by the horizontal line in Figure 4, the acceptable
values of the S2 as a function of magnitude for the known
spectroscopically identified stars in the fields are S2 < 4.22 −
0.0125×z850, where z850 is the MAG_ISO SExtractor measured
quantity. The latter serves as our morphological selection
criterion for the rest of this study. Note that we relied on the
S2 instead of the somewhat more familiar half-light radius
parameter (R50) simply because, while both methods identified
the same stars in the fields (down to z850 ≈ 26.5), we found
that selecting objects based on the values of R50 resulted in the
selection of a handful of extra-Galactic interlopers, often simply
small galaxies with complex structures. As the final step of our
stellar selection process, we applied our S2-based criterion to
the entire sample of objects in the PEARS fields, independent

Figure 4. Stellarity, S2, of objects that are fitted best by an M1 or later stellar
template spectrum. The distribution of stars is well separated from other objects
in the field. The nearly horizontal line shows our selection criteria for unresolved
objects. Objects below this line are stars and objects above this line are red
galaxies whose closest stellar spectral match are M1 and later stars, but are not
necessarily well fitted by them. It is defined as a 3σ (standard deviation of the
mean) envelope to the observed locus of M1 and later dwarfs.

Figure 5. Stellarity, S2, of objects in PEARS and the subset of unresolved
sources shown in green. Objects with larger stellarity at magnitudes brighter
than z850 ≈ 17.5 are saturated objects.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

of any spectroscopic fitting (hence allowing us to include stars
that might not be so easily identified spectroscopically, namely
those with a flatter spectra energy distribution, i.e., A to K type
stars). Figure 5 shows the subsample of the PEARS sources that
were thus selected. This figure also shows that for z850 > 26, the
locus of unresolved extra-Galactic objects begins to contaminate
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Figure 6. Number of stars identified as a function of stellar type for sources
brighter than z850 = 25. Each bin is 0.2 of a stellar-type wide. PEARS-N and
PEARS-S are shown using a dotted and dashed line, respectively. The combined
PEARS fields are shown in black.

the number of stars in the field. We therefore conservatively
restricted our morphological selection of stellar candidates to
only objects brighter than z850 = 26. The resulting number of
stellar candidates is 129 and 154 in PEARS-N and PEARS-S,
respectively, for a total of 283 in both fields. Down to z850 = 25,
a conservative limit to our ability to spectroscopically identify
stars, the number of sources is 95 and 108, respectively, for a
total of 203 sources. Note that we are not assuming that galaxies
cannot have spectra that are well matched by stellar spectra, but
that these would either be close enough to be resolved or far
enough to be redshifted. In either case, such objects would be
either rejected by our morphological selection or a poor spectral
match to our nonredshifted stellar templates.

In Figure 6, we present a histogram of the spectral type of
the PEARS stars down to z850 = 25, keeping in mind however
that our ability to accurately determine the type of a star is
itself stellar-type dependent and is most reliable only for late-
type stars (and very early ones). As shown in this plot, we only
identify a handful of A or earlier stars in the field and the main
fraction of the stars are identified as K or later types, where
our spectroscopic identification is robust. We show the entire
sample of PEARS stars in a color–color plot in Figure 7.

At this stage, it is worth addressing the issue of stellar
contamination in deep extra-Galactic studies such as GOODS.
In Figure 8, we show the ratio of the cumulative number of stars
to the cumulative number of extra-Galactic sources as a function
of z850 magnitude. These cumulative distributions in the four
ACS bandpasses were derived directly from Figure 5. As shown
in Figure 8, if we consider the cumulative number of objects
down to a specific limiting magnitude, an object catalog of a field
such as the PEARS/GOODS fields will contain a significant
fraction of stars. In the reddest band (z850) in particular, the
majority of objects brighter than z850 ≈ 21.5 are stars, while at

Figure 7. This plot shows the PEARS M0 and later stars (red) and others
(green) in a color–color plot, together with cool white dwarfs (3000 K and 5000
K shown with solid triangles; Harris et al. 2001). Hot white dwarfs are shown
using solid blue squares. The thin black line shows the position of quasi-stellar
objects (QSOs) from redshift z = 4.9 (top right) to 0.1 (bottom left).

Figure 8. Cumulative fraction of stars in the PEARS fields as a function
of magnitude in the B435 (filled triangles), V606 (filled squares), i775 (open
pentagons), and z850 (crosses) bands, respectively. This figure shows that object
number counts in the z band are clearly dominated by stars at mz < 22 and
remain a significant source of contamination in all bands down the limiting
magnitudes of the GOODS and PEARS surveys.

the fainter magnitudes of z850 > 25, 4% of objects remains stars.
As shown in Figure 8, the effect is subtly different in each of
the ACS bandpasses with the bluer bands being less dominated
at magnitudes z850 < 20.
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Table 1
M0 and Later Stars in PEARS-N with z850 < 25

PID R.A. (J2000) Decl. (J2000) B435 B435–V606 V606–i775 i775–z850 Spectral Type

n40790 189.21332946 62.1869242 23.28 ± 0.004 0.73 ± 0.046 1.69 ± 0.019 0.69 ± 0.005 M4.0
n41952 189.21657649 62.188669742 23.26 ± 0.003 2.12 ± 0.154 1.93 ± 0.018 0.68 ± 0.004 M6.0
n42294 189.18393871 62.189816961 21.56 ± 0.001 2.25 ± 0.046 1.77 ± 0.006 0.63 ± 0.002 M4.0
n43597 189.21252896 62.192935832 21.33 ± 0.001 2.09 ± 0.016 1.49 ± 0.002 0.47 ± 0.001 M3.0
n44285 189.25323563 62.193551908 23.39 ± 0.004 2.59 ± 0.169 1.61 ± 0.014 0.49 ± 0.005 M4.0
n45100 189.23315668 62.194724655 22.27 ± 0.002 1.72 ± 0.018 0.91 ± 0.003 0.23 ± 0.003 M0.0
n50115 189.25641523 62.203260841 24.70 ± 0.009 71.60 ± 99.000 2.09 ± 0.059 0.62 ± 0.013 M5.0
n50444 189.23072083 62.203807475 24.20 ± 0.006 3.62 ± 0.854 1.84 ± 0.031 0.65 ± 0.008 M5.5
n53300 189.1703926 62.209518637 23.87 ± 0.006 2.29 ± 0.115 1.29 ± 0.019 0.31 ± 0.009 M2.0
n53956 189.19487478 62.210392327 22.03 ± 0.002 1.94 ± 0.032 1.35 ± 0.005 0.45 ± 0.002 M2.3
n54158 189.16758171 62.212045805 20.67 ± 0.001 2.14 ± 0.025 1.75 ± 0.003 0.62 ± 0.001 M4.0
n55079 189.22517869 62.212753439 22.36 ± 0.002 1.70 ± 0.037 1.47 ± 0.006 0.48 ± 0.003 M3.0
n54828 189.20132337 62.213929254 20.43 ± 0.001 2.02 ± 0.013 1.71 ± 0.002 0.62 ± 0.001 M4.0
n59383 189.17548928 62.219577156 23.40 ± 0.004 2.09 ± 0.071 1.31 ± 0.011 0.38 ± 0.006 M1.3
n60144 189.2280103 62.224514106 18.92 ± 0.000 1.70 ± 0.002 0.89 ± 0.000 0.28 ± 0.000 M0.5
n69781 189.2410194 62.23840465 21.82 ± 0.001 2.05 ± 0.021 1.12 ± 0.003 0.40 ± 0.002 M2.0
n69090 189.19545289 62.239549034 19.68 ± 0.000 1.69 ± 0.003 0.93 ± 0.001 0.30 ± 0.000 M1.0
n71802 189.13038078 62.241443847 24.13 ± 0.006 1.82 ± 0.080 1.22 ± 0.014 0.31 ± 0.009 M2.0
n72344 189.14806812 62.242105605 24.79 ± 0.009 2.94 ± 0.338 1.31 ± 0.024 0.39 ± 0.014 M3.0
n72236 189.14399543 62.242446538 22.98 ± 0.003 1.76 ± 0.021 0.97 ± 0.005 0.27 ± 0.004 M1.0
n74900 189.15675651 62.248291218 21.99 ± 0.002 1.52 ± 0.103 2.45 ± 0.020 1.02 ± 0.004 M7.0
n75295 189.18382862 62.249931788 20.62 ± 0.001 2.33 ± 0.021 1.80 ± 0.002 0.62 ± 0.001 M4.0
n76018 189.17091061 62.250340871 21.90 ± 0.001 1.94 ± 0.025 1.54 ± 0.005 0.54 ± 0.002 M4.0
n76445 189.12650964 62.25074679 21.50 ± 0.001 2.19 ± 0.034 1.92 ± 0.005 0.73 ± 0.002 M6.0
n78157 189.22998288 62.253572335 22.96 ± 0.003 2.03 ± 0.074 1.50 ± 0.009 0.48 ± 0.005 M3.0
n79055 189.12913756 62.257813653 20.21 ± 0.001 1.82 ± 0.008 1.35 ± 0.001 0.48 ± 0.001 M2.7
n82422 189.22754323 62.260185539 24.86 ± 0.009 1.89 ± 0.163 1.27 ± 0.024 0.32 ± 0.014 M2.3
n83506 189.32600578 62.262931747 23.62 ± 0.004 1.85 ± 0.055 1.10 ± 0.009 0.27 ± 0.006 M1.0
n85549 189.23085947 62.26642455 22.76 ± 0.002 1.71 ± 0.022 0.89 ± 0.004 0.25 ± 0.003 M0.0
n86491 189.28614303 62.269962435 20.29 ± 0.000 1.71 ± 0.004 0.92 ± 0.001 0.30 ± 0.001 M1.0
n87140 189.34336558 62.270233245 21.11 ± 0.001 1.82 ± 0.015 1.38 ± 0.003 0.45 ± 0.001 M3.0
n89312 189.31862752 62.275029386 21.36 ± 0.001 2.04 ± 0.034 1.80 ± 0.005 0.62 ± 0.001 M4.0
n90163 189.28378636 62.275443643 21.83 ± 0.001 1.84 ± 0.013 0.88 ± 0.002 0.25 ± 0.002 M1.0
n90991 189.32232136 62.276580238 22.11 ± 0.002 1.51 ± 0.026 1.38 ± 0.006 0.52 ± 0.003 M3.0
n92893 189.27292455 62.279385303 24.33 ± 0.007 2.48 ± 0.349 1.76 ± 0.031 0.56 ± 0.012 M4.3
n98619 189.33633675 62.290648774 24.34 ± 0.007 2.60 ± 0.438 1.84 ± 0.039 0.55 ± 0.012 M4.3
n100774 189.25304865 62.295183229 21.31 ± 0.001 2.39 ± 0.065 2.07 ± 0.006 0.77 ± 0.002 M6.0
n102481 189.39807316 62.297657483 22.56 ± 0.002 1.85 ± 0.025 0.97 ± 0.005 0.27 ± 0.003 M0.5
n105087 189.27955342 62.302139471 22.48 ± 0.002 1.76 ± 0.018 0.96 ± 0.004 0.27 ± 0.003 M0.7
n105571 189.40321531 62.304649112 19.37 ± 0.000 2.14 ± 0.012 1.83 ± 0.002 0.71 ± 0.001 M5.0
n107697 189.33967607 62.306845915 22.38 ± 0.002 1.99 ± 0.085 1.89 ± 0.012 0.70 ± 0.004 M4.5
n104802 189.42909619 62.308475808 18.33 ± 0.000 2.15 ± 0.006 1.89 ± 0.001 0.68 ± 0.000 M6.0
n106609 189.36936868 62.309290375 18.20 ± 0.000 2.01 ± 0.003 1.51 ± 0.000 0.54 ± 0.000 M3.2
n112738 189.31591044 62.315748007 21.76 ± 0.001 2.14 ± 0.022 1.21 ± 0.003 0.36 ± 0.002 M1.5
n115093 189.42840809 62.317995543 19.52 ± 0.000 1.88 ± 0.005 1.59 ± 0.001 0.54 ± 0.000 M0.3
n115421 189.30862113 62.318195605 22.98 ± 0.003 2.79 ± 0.432 2.49 ± 0.047 1.12 ± 0.007 M7.0
n119309 189.3741763 62.325816919 19.98 ± 0.000 1.96 ± 0.007 1.41 ± 0.001 0.48 ± 0.001 M2.0
n119657 189.31551318 62.332519168 17.78 ± 0.000 1.90 ± 0.002 1.33 ± 0.000 0.81 ± 0.000 M4.0
n124069 189.38313312 62.339029918 22.49 ± 0.002 2.03 ± 0.116 2.13 ± 0.015 0.80 ± 0.004 M6.0
n124138 189.41178601 62.339994357 20.32 ± 0.000 1.89 ± 0.005 1.20 ± 0.001 0.38 ± 0.001 M2.0
n127769 189.38860463 62.34962752 23.21 ± 0.003 2.01 ± 0.039 1.16 ± 0.007 0.34 ± 0.005 M1.5

5. M DWARFS

Concentrating on the lower mass stars that we spectroscopi-
cally identified (down to the brighter limit of z850 < 25) in our
sample, Tables 1 and 2 list the stars with spectral types ranging
from M0 to M9. The spectral types listed in these tables are aver-
ages of the spectral types obtained from different observations.
Restricting ourselves to the latest type objects in this group, with
stellar type between M4 and M9, we spectroscopically identi-
fied 21 and 22 stellar dwarfs with z850 < 25.0 in PEARS-N
and PEARS-S, respectively. Figure 9 shows the distribution of
these objects as a function of z850 magnitude. Note that since we

required more than one PEARS observations for these objects,
the resulting effective area is slightly reduced from that listed in
Section 2, with areas of 41.61 arcmin2 and 59.50 arcmin2, for the
northern and southern fields, respectively. We therefore identi-
fied 0.50 and 0.37 star arcmin−2 in the north and south fields,
respectively, and 24% more of these dwarfs in the northern field
than in the southern field. Examining the number of M0 to M9
dwarfs, with 51 and 63 objects in the north and south fields,
the equivalent numbers are 1.23 and 1.06 star arcmin−2, with a
slightly lower excess of dwarfs in the northern field (11%). The
higher number of such stars in the PEARS-N fields is some-
what puzzling if one assumes that the Sun lies 6–30 pc above
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Table 2
M0 and Later Stars in PEARS-S with z850 < 25

PID R.A. (J2000) Decl. (J2000) z850 B435–V606 V606–i775 i775–z850 Spectral Type

s9247 53.188143195 −27.925813928 18.38 ± 0.000 1.89 ± 0.003 1.36 ± 0.000 0.46 ± 0.000 M2.5
s12699 53.178470374 −27.921707074 19.87 ± 0.000 1.99 ± 0.006 1.46 ± 0.001 0.51 ± 0.001 M3.0
s17867 53.157062298 −27.912900316 23.70 ± 0.004 3.86 ± 2.141 2.46 ± 0.056 1.00 ± 0.010 M7.0
s20923 53.15080478 −27.905462445 22.43 ± 0.002 1.79 ± 0.020 0.94 ± 0.004 0.29 ± 0.003 M1.0
s27396 53.198900382 −27.888923584 19.59 ± 0.000 1.91 ± 0.004 1.41 ± 0.001 0.52 ± 0.000 M3.0
s32267 53.16809425 −27.880270966 20.04 ± 0.001 1.98 ± 0.008 1.37 ± 0.001 0.49 ± 0.001 M2.0
s32132 53.192616336 −27.880286197 20.60 ± 0.001 2.14 ± 0.021 1.82 ± 0.003 0.72 ± 0.001 M5.3
s34492 53.152809587 −27.877872787 22.29 ± 0.002 2.57 ± 0.104 1.73 ± 0.010 0.61 ± 0.004 M4.0
s45021 53.170246691 −27.856212762 21.79 ± 0.001 1.93 ± 0.022 1.43 ± 0.004 0.43 ± 0.002 M2.8
s45879 53.15845951 −27.854914197 22.29 ± 0.002 1.81 ± 0.083 2.12 ± 0.012 0.79 ± 0.003 M5.8
s47103 53.157761709 −27.852749559 21.79 ± 0.001 1.94 ± 0.016 1.13 ± 0.003 0.35 ± 0.002 M1.0
s45452 53.182332457 −27.851835647 18.95 ± 0.000 2.08 ± 0.006 1.75 ± 0.001 0.61 ± 0.000 M3.5
s47646 53.14876779 −27.850442614 20.37 ± 0.001 1.86 ± 0.010 1.37 ± 0.002 0.47 ± 0.001 M2.3
s46349 53.210299323 −27.850005066 18.86 ± 0.000 2.06 ± 0.006 1.64 ± 0.001 0.62 ± 0.000 M3.0
s48173 53.213537665 −27.850926517 23.15 ± 0.004 2.07 ± 0.126 1.81 ± 0.019 0.58 ± 0.006 M4.0
s53237 53.179961391 −27.843028718 23.49 ± 0.005 1.70 ± 0.123 1.96 ± 0.027 0.65 ± 0.008 M4.0
s58796 53.151821654 −27.834453455 23.85 ± 0.005 1.85 ± 0.062 1.19 ± 0.012 0.32 ± 0.008 M1.5
s58826 53.173279326 −27.834179328 22.39 ± 0.002 2.37 ± 0.087 1.95 ± 0.011 0.65 ± 0.003 M4.3
s63079 53.162325116 −27.826953557 23.47 ± 0.005 2.02 ± 0.050 0.97 ± 0.009 0.29 ± 0.007 M1.0
s63028 53.204981843 −27.825889543 22.15 ± 0.002 2.14 ± 0.070 1.82 ± 0.009 0.63 ± 0.003 M3.7
s63752 53.172581508 −27.824867765 21.74 ± 0.001 2.06 ± 0.038 1.69 ± 0.006 0.63 ± 0.002 M3.9
s63993 53.147900881 −27.823916981 21.91 ± 0.002 1.90 ± 0.019 1.22 ± 0.004 0.36 ± 0.002 M2.0
s66572 53.175309643 −27.819896602 23.58 ± 0.004 1.02 ± 0.344 3.13 ± 0.118 1.22 ± 0.011 M8.4
s69522 53.1648152 −27.814370229 22.64 ± 0.002 2.25 ± 0.108 1.96 ± 0.014 0.77 ± 0.004 M6.0
s70032 53.146065321 −27.812328869 20.77 ± 0.001 2.11 ± 0.022 1.75 ± 0.003 0.63 ± 0.001 M3.9
s74670 53.161613094 −27.802776396 23.97 ± 0.005 1.82 ± 0.058 0.99 ± 0.010 0.23 ± 0.008 M1.0
s74928 53.176744747 −27.799670402 18.51 ± 0.000 2.04 ± 0.004 1.55 ± 0.001 0.59 ± 0.000 M4.0
s79699 53.200369958 −27.78984038 20.66 ± 0.001 2.09 ± 0.019 1.72 ± 0.003 0.63 ± 0.001 M4.0
s80618 53.162526096 −27.789645158 24.48 ± 0.009 1.83 ± 0.120 1.24 ± 0.023 0.40 ± 0.014 M2.0
s82885 53.198434221 −27.784864101 23.83 ± 0.006 1.94 ± 0.057 0.93 ± 0.011 0.30 ± 0.008 M0.2
s91263 53.148539616 −27.770133607 22.49 ± 0.002 1.86 ± 0.016 0.94 ± 0.004 0.27 ± 0.003 M0.9
s92395 53.178155695 −27.769118708 22.54 ± 0.003 1.90 ± 0.060 1.29 ± 0.007 0.39 ± 0.004 M2.1
s93532 53.197724177 −27.767764643 24.07 ± 0.006 2.12 ± 0.142 1.48 ± 0.020 0.45 ± 0.010 M2.0
s93841 53.163849338 −27.76712288 23.34 ± 0.004 1.76 ± 0.095 1.80 ± 0.018 0.63 ± 0.007 M4.9
s94206 53.13831609 −27.766346787 22.37 ± 0.002 2.34 ± 0.095 1.84 ± 0.010 0.63 ± 0.004 M4.3
s95752 53.177677765 −27.763990756 21.53 ± 0.001 1.89 ± 0.029 1.71 ± 0.005 0.59 ± 0.002 M3.8
s104030 53.131488485 −27.748464197 21.16 ± 0.001 1.79 ± 0.007 0.81 ± 0.001 0.18 ± 0.001 M0.0
s104673 53.131060583 −27.743052772 18.04 ± 0.000 1.72 ± 0.001 0.86 ± 0.000 0.44 ± 0.000 M0.0
s106781 53.153965475 −27.743636805 23.53 ± 0.004 1.86 ± 0.152 2.01 ± 0.026 0.70 ± 0.008 M6.0
s107926 53.153218978 −27.741541723 24.90 ± 0.012 3.23 ± 0.375 1.00 ± 0.022 0.27 ± 0.016 M1.0
s108066 53.146092506 −27.740987696 24.38 ± 0.008 2.94 ± 0.366 1.50 ± 0.025 0.48 ± 0.012 M3.0
s108014 53.058106397 −27.734954191 17.80 ± 0.000 1.96 ± 0.002 1.01 ± 0.000 0.57 ± 0.000 M2.0
s108497 53.093031113 −27.735720483 19.42 ± 0.000 1.97 ± 0.004 1.16 ± 0.001 0.36 ± 0.000 M1.7
s110839 53.08965184 −27.732985693 21.06 ± 0.001 1.96 ± 0.012 1.30 ± 0.002 0.42 ± 0.001 M2.0
s111269 53.113967436 −27.732641412 22.58 ± 0.002 2.10 ± 0.049 1.40 ± 0.007 0.47 ± 0.004 M3.0
s111982 53.107924523 −27.728123879 19.11 ± 0.000 2.52 ± 0.017 2.08 ± 0.002 0.83 ± 0.001 M6.0
s114688 53.086504259 −27.724249992 22.22 ± 0.002 1.84 ± 0.018 0.89 ± 0.004 0.27 ± 0.003 M0.0
s115223 53.105133385 −27.724024515 22.90 ± 0.003 2.21 ± 0.110 1.74 ± 0.014 0.61 ± 0.005 M4.0
s114563 53.069615748 −27.723369667 19.90 ± 0.000 2.37 ± 0.017 1.98 ± 0.002 0.79 ± 0.001 M6.0
s116612 53.134679062 −27.721219304 22.24 ± 0.002 2.31 ± 0.051 1.61 ± 0.006 0.46 ± 0.003 M4.0
s117391 53.087672048 −27.719481506 21.04 ± 0.001 1.97 ± 0.011 1.09 ± 0.002 0.38 ± 0.001 M1.3
s119050 53.087850954 −27.717207134 23.42 ± 0.004 2.61 ± 0.150 1.35 ± 0.012 0.42 ± 0.007 M2.7
s120814 53.11196534 −27.713255141 22.19 ± 0.002 2.00 ± 0.060 1.80 ± 0.009 0.68 ± 0.003 M4.2
s123686 53.090461841 −27.706530349 21.52 ± 0.001 2.08 ± 0.046 1.92 ± 0.006 0.73 ± 0.002 M5.3
s124539 53.077041221 −27.705926553 23.22 ± 0.004 2.06 ± 0.347 2.53 ± 0.052 1.05 ± 0.009 M8.7
s124624 53.104858794 −27.705217424 22.42 ± 0.002 1.36 ± 0.015 0.99 ± 0.005 0.34 ± 0.003 M1.0
s125478 53.100697649 −27.703049505 21.29 ± 0.001 2.74 ± 0.343 3.08 ± 0.026 1.24 ± 0.003 M9.0
s126754 53.04936831 −27.701231055 22.88 ± 0.003 2.03 ± 0.037 1.06 ± 0.006 0.31 ± 0.004 M1.0
s128173 53.06988597 −27.697118936 21.57 ± 0.001 2.12 ± 0.029 1.55 ± 0.004 0.54 ± 0.002 M3.3
s128247 53.096591281 −27.694153422 19.24 ± 0.000 1.92 ± 0.003 1.19 ± 0.001 0.38 ± 0.000 M2.0
s130804 53.060795882 −27.69126545 22.35 ± 0.002 1.88 ± 0.020 0.98 ± 0.004 0.31 ± 0.003 M1.0
s132690 53.066065581 −27.687786007 22.44 ± 0.003 1.77 ± 0.033 1.42 ± 0.007 0.47 ± 0.004 M3.0
s132844 53.048836128 −27.687739659 23.68 ± 0.006 1.66 ± 0.046 0.63 ± 0.008 0.12 ± 0.008 M4.4
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the Galactic Plane (Joshi 2007; Chen et al. 2001; Binney et al.
1997), which would lead one to expect more stars to be seen in
the southern field. The excess of old stars in GOODS-N versus
GOODS-S was previously observed by Stanway et al. (2008)
who found that they observed 30% more stellar sources in the
GOODS-N field. Our spectroscopically confirmed sample, us-
ing deeper broadband imaging of these fields, and which is free
of extra-Galactic interlopers at fainter magnitudes, therefore
confirms this excess of stars in the northern field. However, in
our case, the difference in observed counts between the PEARS-
N and the PEARS-S field is within the uncertainties expected
from simple Poisson statistics and might simply be the result
of the somewhat limited surface areas covered by the PEARS
survey. The likely cause of this excess is addressed further in
Section 5.1.

Figure 10 shows the distributions of M dwarfs as a function
of magnitude. The distribution of these objects is seen to peak at
z850 ≈ 22. But as we discussed earlier, we are able to distinguish
between stars and extra-Galactic sources both morphologically
(Figure 1) and spectroscopically (Figure 2) down to much fainter
magnitudes (z850 ≈ 25.0) and lower N values. The observed
decrease from 12 ± 3.5 at z850 = 22 down to 3 ± 1.7, at
z850 = 25 where the errors reflect simple count statistics is
therefore statistically significant and must be a reflection of the
structure of our galaxy. The next section explores this is more
detail.

5.1. Number of M Dwarfs and the Disk Scale Height

The increased area covered by the PEARS fields over that
of the much smaller HUDF/GRAPES fields discussed in Paper
I, allows us to re-examine the Galactic thin disk scale height
estimate, using a significantly larger area (9×), and two un-
correlated line of sights. In the following two subsections, we
first examine the distribution of the lower mass M4–M9 dwarfs
and compare it with the previous work. We then extend this
study to include brighter and more massive dwarfs by including
M0–M9 dwarfs. All the models discussed below assume that
the Sun is located 8500 pc from the Galactic center and lies
27 pc above the Galactic plane (Chen et al. 2001). We used a
z850-band luminosity function from J. J. Bochanski et al. (2009,

Figure 9. Histogram of the distribution of M4 and later dwarfs with z850 < 25
in the PEARS fields as a function of z850 magnitude. PEARS-N is shown using
a dotted line, PEARS-S using a dashed line, with number of sources on the
leftmost y-axis. The number of M4 and later dwarfs for both PEARS fields
is shown plotted in black with the number of sources shown on the rightmost
y-axis.

in preparation) with 6.5 < Mz < 12.5 and a J-band luminosity
function from Cruz et al. (2007) with 10.75 < MJ < 13.75
in the near-infrared, converting the latter to a z-band lumi-
nosity function using the mean magnitudes and colors of M
dwarfs as a function of spectral type from West et al. (2004).
Extinction was included, using the HI and H2 Galactic mod-
els of Amôres & Lépine (2005) and by computing Az following
Schlegel et al. (1998), but the amount of extinction in these fields
is very small (E(B − V ) = 0.2–0.4) and does not affect the fits
significantly.

Figure 10. Histograms of the M0 and later stars in PEARS-N (left) and PEARS-S (right). Eight histograms are overplotted using increasingly darker shades and
corresponding to the distribution of M0 and later stars with z850 brighter than 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25, respectively.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 11. Cumulative number of stars with stellar type M4 or later as a function
of magnitude, normalized to the area of the HUDF. PEARS-N and PEARS-S
are shown as dashed lines. The solid line shows the result obtained from the
deeper HUDF data from Paper I. The actual observed number of sources in each
field is the number shown per ACS field time 1, 4, and 5 for the HUDF, PEARS-
N, and PEARS-S, respectively. The expected cumulative number of stars, as
computed in Paper I, is shown. The PEARS data are in good agreement with
the earlier GRAPES observations and exclude Galactic thin disk scale heights
of hthin = 200, 300, and 500 pc.
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Figure 12. Cumulative number of stars with stellar type M4 or later as a function
of magnitude, after correcting the PEARS-N distribution for an apparent over
abundance of 0.035 arcmin−2 sources. The models shown are for thin disk
distributions for the PEARS-N (red), PEARS-S (blue), and combined PEARS
N+S (black) fields. The observations are best fitted by a disk scale height of
hthin = 420 ± 20 pc.

5.1.1. M4–M9 Dwarfs

Figure 11 shows the distribution of the lower mass M dwarfs
in both the PEARS-N and PEARS-S, as well as the previous
results based on GRAPES/HUDF data alone from Paper I. As
shown in this figure, the PEARS results are consistent, both
when comparing the northern and southern fields to each other or
to the HUDF observations. The data are reasonably well fitted by
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Figure 13. Cumulative number of stars with stellar type M4 or later and models
including the contribution of a Galactic thin disk, thick disk, and halo. A relative
stellar density relative to the thin disk of 0.02 and 0.0025 are assumed for the
thick and halo components, respectively. The slight inflection in the number of
sources with z850 > 22 is slightly better fitted than one considering the simpler
model shown in Figure 12. In this case, the best model yields a thin disk scale
height of hthin = 370 ± 35 pc.

a thin disk with a scale height of ≈400 pc. We however observe a
slightly larger number of sources in the northern field than in the
southern field. As observed, it is difficult to fit the observed shape
of the PEARS-N distribution using a smooth axisymmetric disk
model. We observe a density difference between the PEARS-
N and PEARS-S fields of about 0.035 arcmin−2, or about 1.5
objects. We do in fact observe this number of faint dwarfs at
distance closer than 500 pc in the PEARS-N field. This is to be
somewhat expected since the PEARS survey samples a rather
small area of the sky. At distances of about 500 pc, the projected
area amounts to about 1 pc2 while the mean stellar spacing in
the solar neighborhood is on the order of about 1 pc. Our smooth
models of the galactic structure predict a very small number of
stars at these short distances and when one star is observed this
significantly increases the cumulative distribution throughout.
In order to compensate for this sampling problem, we simply
subtracted these 1.5 extra sources from the northern cumulative
distribution. This brought both the PEARS-N and the PEARS-
S into good agreement at all magnitudes leaving us with no
hint of different Galactic structures between the PEARS-N and
PEARS-S fields, as shown in Figure 12. We determined that
the best-fit thin disk model is a disk with a scale height of
hthin = 420 ± 20pc. The inflection of the number counts around
z850 = 22 is however slightly better fitted if we include a
combination of thin, thick, and halo components to the model, as
shown in Figure 13. The data are well fitted by a thin disk with a
scale height of hthin = 370 ± 35 pc, together with an additional
thick disk component with hthick = 1000 pc, as well as a halo
component, with assumed relative stellar density (relative to the
thin disk density) of 0.02 and 0.0025, respectively. We note
than an intermediate model containing only a thin and a thick
disk component leads to an estimated thin disk scale height
of 390 ± 30 pc. The observed trend is therefore that failure
to include either a thick disk or a halo component tends to
lead to slightly higher scale height estimates for the thin disk,
mainly because of the large number of faint sources present
that simply cannot be accounted for using a simple thin disk
model. These scale height estimates are however dependent on
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Figure 14. Cumulative distribution of all M dwarf stars. Unlike Figures 12
and 13, the observed cumulative distributions are not well fitted by our simple
modes. The number of faint and more distant sources is significantly higher than
what would be expected using the thin, thick, and halo parameters determined
using the lower mass M4 and later population of stars.

our assumptions of specific relative stellar densities between the
thin disk, the thick disk, and the halo. Making other assumptions
about the relative stellar densities does lead to slightly different
values for the thin disk scale height. We therefore compared our
observations to models using a wider range of possible halo
to thin disk densities (fhalo = 0, 0.00025, 0.0005, 0.00075),
thick to thin disk densities (fthick = 0.02, 0.05, 0.08), and thick
disk scale heights (hthick = 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 pc), while
allowing the scale height of the thin disk to vary between 0 and
500 pc. We found all models with values of fhalo = 0.00075,
or fthick = 0.08, or hthick = 2000 pc to be excluded (based on
a χ2 p value < 0.05), leading to poor fits to the observations
at the faint end (z850 > 22). While a range of models are
seen to be able to properly fit the bright end of the observed
distribution (z850 < 22), many of the models with extreme
values of hthick, fthick, and fhalo very poorly reproduce the
observed distribution on the faint end (z850 > 22). Best
fits were obtained with fhalo = 0.00025, fthick = 0.02, and
hthick = 1000 pc. Varying the values of fhalo, fthick, and hthick
led to a variation of the derived values of hthin by only ±30 pc,
each. This estimate of hthin is robust and quite independent to
our estimates of the other model parameters, in the sense that
even for extreme values of hthick, fthick, and fhalo models that
could not be rejected statistically, as described above, all had
rather similar values of hthin. We found that the value of the scale
height of the thin disk, including random and systematic errors,
is hthin = 370+60

−65 pc.

5.1.2. M0–M9 Dwarfs

The inclusion of more massive, brighter M dwarfs in our
sample, allows us to probe to significantly larger distances
(less than 10 kpc), where one would expect the contribution
of either (or both) a thick disk or a halo to be increasingly
significant. As shown in Figure 14, the inclusion of more
massive dwarfs results in an observed distribution containing a
larger number of fainter sources, causing a significant inflection
in the distribution of these sources around z850 = 22. As shown
in this figure, the data are not so well fitted by the models
that we previously established using the M4–M9 population of
stars. In fact, we found that one way to obtain a better fit to
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Figure 15. Effect of considering denser thick and halo components. As show
here, doubling the stellar densities of these component, compared to what we
used in Figures 13 and 14 better reproduce our observations with a thin disk
scale height slightly reduced to hthin = 320.
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Figure 16. While Figure 15 shows that a fit to the observations can be obtained by
considering denser thick and halo component, this figure illustrates how one can
instead choose to increase the scale height of the thick disk component. Indeed,
keeping the nominal relative densities for the thick disk and halo components
down to 0.02 and 0.0025 (relative to the thin disk), an increase of the thick disk
scale height of hthick = 1850 ± 250 pc coupled with a thin disk scale height of
hthin = 300 pc is a good fit to the data.

the observations was by allowing the relative densities of the
thick disk and of the halo to increase by a factor of 2. This is
shown in Figure 15. Assuming a denser thick disk and halo,
the inferred thin disk scale height is reduced to hthin = 320 pc.
The higher than nominal thick disk and halo densities could
be an indication that the halo density for cool dwarfs is higher
than what is commonly derived for more massive stars. While
this might not be an unreasonable conclusion since the halo
is more than 12 Gyr old, and could be hence expected to
contain more low-mass stars than massive stars, we note that
we were able to equally well fit the observations using a
different model. As we show in Figure 16, we could keep the
relative densities of the thick disk and halo unchanged and
choose instead to increase the scale height of the thick disk
component from hthick = 1000 pc to hthick = 1850 ± 250 pc. In
the latter case, the preferred thin disk scale height becomes
hthin = 300 pc. In fact, we found that one can carefully choose
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a set of densities and scale heights in order to best fit the data,
but there are strong degeneracies between these parameters.
One can however observe that our attempts to fit the M0–M9
dwarf distribution systematically lead us to derive thin disk
scale heights that are smaller than what we derived using only
M4–M9 dwarfs. While this could be tentative evidence for an
increase in the scale height of the thin disk for lower mass stars,
the significance of this difference in scale height is small once
we account for systematic errors caused by specific choices of
the relative stellar densities between halo, thin, and thick disks.
Proceeding as we did in the previous section (rejecting models
with a χ2 p value < 0.05), and assuming a range of possible
values for fhalo, fthick, and hthick, we derive a best estimate
of hthin = 300+70

−70 pc. Best fits were obtained with values of
fhalo = 0.0005, fthick = 0.05, and hthick = 1000 pc. We are able
to exclude values such as fhalo � 0.00025, fthick � 0.08, and
hthick �= 1000 pc as these furthermore do not properly fit the
shape of the fainter end (z850 > 22) of the observed distribution
of M0–M9 dwarfs. We also note that our results are consistent
to the results from Jurić et al. (2008), using a significantly
smaller field of view but down to significantly deeper limiting
magnitudes. Probing to very faint magnitudes, the scale height
of the thin disk, as traced by cool M0–M9 dwarfs, is confirmed
to be in the range of hthin ≈ 300–400 pc.

5.2. Non-M-Dwarf Objects

As shown in Figure 6, the vast majority of the stars iden-
tified in the PEARS regions are M dwarf stars. The spectral
identification of earlier-type stars and with a stellar type later
than B is not accurate enough to identify the spectral type of
these stars, especially at faint magnitudes and low values of N .
Dwarf stars of spectral type late than M are equally difficult to
identify because these objects are expected to be very faint and
remain nearly undetected except in the reddest bands (z850). We
do identify two faint, red stars that appear to be best fitted by L
dwarf templates in the PEARS-N field. These two objects (ID
42016 and 75398) have magnitudes of z850 = 24.49 and z850 =
24.20, are 372 and 281 pc away, and have estimated stellar types
of L6 and L7, respectively. We also identify a slightly fainter L2
dwarf at z850 = 25.1 (ID 89268) at an estimated distance of 1100
pc. We detect no L and later dwarf brighter than z850 = 25 in the
PEARS-S field, and only marginally identify two sources (ID
48362 and 67495) with z850 = 25.7 and 25.6, with spectral types
of L2 and L4, and at distances of 1500 and 900 pc, respectively.
Down to z850 = 25, the detection of two L dwarfs in the PEARS
fields is however consistent with the numbers that would be ex-
pected from the work of Caballero et al. (2008). Once adjusting
for the smaller field of view, the latter would expect ≈1.5 L0
and later dwarfs with z850 < 25 in the combined PEARS ar-
eas. The low number of identified L dwarf and later-type stars
does not allow us to constraint the properties of these at low
stellar masses. Identifying L and T dwarfs using ACS data re-
mains difficult because of the rather extreme red colors of these
sources. Future instruments on board of HST, such as the Wide
Field Camera 3 (WFPC3) with its infrared bands and the slitless
spectroscopic mode, should greatly facilitate the studies of such
sources. Parallel observations using WFC3 in particular might
identify a significant number of these sources in the future.

While the goal of this paper is not to seriously contemplate
the population of white dwarfs in these fields, and their possible
contribution to a dark matter Galactic halo, as we did in Paper I,
we can nevertheless examine whether any reasonable constraints
can be set. Indeed, we can isolate a population of stars as

being potentially white dwarfs by restricting ourselves to stars
that lie in the appropriate color–color region of Figure 7 (i.e.,
i775 − z850 < 0.15 and V606 − i775 < 1). We identify 23 and 25
objects in the PEARS-N and PEARS-S, respectively, and with
z850 < 25. For comparison, the total number of stars down to
that magnitude limit is 95 and 108 in PEARS-N and PEARS-S,
respectively. Down to z850 = 25, white dwarfs should remain
detectable up to a maximum distance of ≈400 pc. Within the
solid angle of the combined PEARS fields, and 400 pc, we would
expect this observable volume to contain a mass of 1.7 M� of
whatever the Galactic dark matter halo might be made up of
(Kawaler 1996). If this halo was 100% of 0.6 M� white dwarfs,
we would therefore expect at most about three white dwarfs.
Moreover, and as we determined in Paper I, we should not
expect more than 10% of the mass of the dark matter halo to be
in the form of white dwarfs, so that the expected number should
reasonably be expected to be much less than 1. The PEARS
data simply do not allow us to probe the stellar population
down to faint enough magnitudes in turn allowing us to probe a
significant part of the halo. We may be able to further exclude
some of the PEARS non-M-dwarfs however. For example, we
can exclude stars that are well fitted by main-sequence stellar
spectra and whose photometric parallax places well within a thin
or thick disk component (e.g., less than 20,000 pc). Still, this
only allows us to decrease the number of white dwarf candidates
down to 10 in the PEARS-N field and 11 in the PEARS-S field,
which is, again, more than required to populate the dark matter
halo. What is required is the ability to securely place these
objects within the halo via the unambiguous detection of the
expected proper motion of these objects if they were within
the halo. The GOODS 2.0 data however were not assembled
in a way that allows us to measure proper motion by simply
comparing GOODS 1.0 and GOODS 2.0 images. The GOODS
2.0 documentation warns user that stars with large proper motion
might be missing from the final GOODS 2.0 images due to
the manner in which new imaging data were simply combined
with GOODS 1.0 data. With a magnitude limit of z850 = 25,
and a maximum distance of 400 pc, we would expect any halo
object (with the expected tangential velocities of several 100 km
s−1) to move significantly between the first and last epoch of
the GOODS observations. We checked that the PEARS stellar
candidates were present in both the GOODS 2.0 and GOODS 1.0
images and that their flux and morphology was not significantly
different. A more careful analysis of the proper motion of these
sources is warranted to close this discussion and this will be
possible if and when the GOODS data are combined together to
form a time sequence of i775 and z850-band images.

6. CONCLUSION

By combining the new and deeper imaging of the GOODS-
N and GOODS-S fields (GOODS 2.0) with new deep ACS
slitless spectroscopy, we have selected a robust sample of old
low-mass stars using a self-consistent set of spectroscopic and
morphological selection criteria. By combining spectroscopy
and morphological measurements, we were able to refine the
morphological selection of objects in these fields down to
z850 = 26 mag. It was also demonstrated that stars can be
spectroscopically identified to the faint magnitude of z850 = 25
by fitting stellar templates to the slitless spectra. Through
the identification of a sample of cool low-mass dwarfs in
these fields that is free of faint extragalactic interlopers, we
estimate that the scale height of the Galactic thin disk, as traced
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by M4–M9 dwarfs, is hthin = 370+60
−65 pc. When including the

slightly more massive M0–M4 dwarfs in our sample, we derive
hthin = 300 ± 70 pc. We also showed that a simple thin disk
model leads to an underprediction of the number of such faint
sources. A combination of thick disk and halo components is
required to reproduce the observed counts of M0–M9 dwarfs,
even though the current observations do not set new strong
constraints of the scale height and relative densities of these
components.

This work is supported by grant GO-09793.01-A from the
Space Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by AURA
under NASA contract NAS5-26555.
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